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Journal Publishers: Predators or Partners 

Commercial 

publishing firms 

have found in 

scholarly 

journals the 

goose that lays 

the golden egg. 

J
ournal prices are rising at a rate far in excess of 
inflation. In the last four years, prices for science 
journals have risen 50%, with business and social 

science not far behind. Unfortunately the budgets of 
most universiry libraries have not kept pace, and as a 
consequence they have been forced to cancel journals 
or divert more and more of their materials budgets to 

pay for them. Why is the cost for journals rising so 
much more than the cost of information in other formats? 
Because commercial publishing firms have found in 

scholarly journals the goose that lays the golden egg. 

Faculry must publish to obtain promotion and tenure, 
and the academy as a whole has been content to buy 
back the research that its members give away to pub
lishers. This model has worked for decades because 
publishers recouped their cost and a modest profit by 
charging affordable prices. But some publishers have 
noticed that they can "maximize shareholder value" by 
aggressively raising subscription prices. Because faculry 
members have the reasonable expectation that the 
library will provide access to the core scholarly litera
ture in their fields, libraries have had no option but to 

pay the inflated prices. 

Compounding the problem, a few commercial 
publishing firms have bought out many smaller com
petitors using the profits obtained by inflating their 
journal prices. Then they increase the price of every 
journal they obtain. The concentration of more and 
more titles in the hands of those publishers who are 

guilry of price gouging means that the problem for 
institutional subscribers grows bigger every year. 

Some looked to the advent of electronic publication 
with hope that it would result in cost reductions. But 
most journal publishers have simply added an electronic 
equivalent to their print program, and the additional 
expense of creating and maintaining the electronic 
infrastructure is passed on to institutional subscribers. 
In cases where publishers permit a subscriber to 
choose only the electronic version of a journal, they 
often impose contractual conditions and may make no 
guarantees that the information, once purchased, will 
be available in convenient form in the future. 

The Reinert/Aiumni Library's Response 

Like other academic libraries, we have taken measures 
to cope with these problems. First, we have shifted an 

increasing percentage of our materials budget from 
books to journals in order to retain our existing sub
scriptions. Second, we have broadened the Creighton 
community's access to scholarly literature with the 

purchase of selected full-text databases such as 
EBSCOhost Academic Search Elite and Lexis-Nexis 
Academic Universe. (However, this is not a long-term 

solution. Access to databases such as these is not a 
substitute for ownership of journals; there is no guarantee 
that we will be able to afford access in the future, 
whereas a journal in print form is available in perpetuiry.) 

continued on page 6 
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Creighton Cornerstone Spring 2003 

Diverse Gifts Enhance Library Collections 
Irish, Japanese, Native American and More 

PART I. 

The Library continues to benefit from gift book 
donations. New gifts and continuing donations 

from previous benefactors have provided important, 
diverse materials that enhance the Library's collections. 

·2.1N ·t O N· OUB1) · 
A noteworthy collection of 38 Irish literature 
and language books was presented to rhe 
Universiry by the Columban Fathers of the 
St. Columbans Monastery, near Bellevue. 
Dr. David Gardiner, Director of Irish 

Studies at Creighton, describes the collection 
as containing several valuable volumes, 

including rare first-editions by Irish authors. 
Among the titles are works by Maire Mhac 
an tSaoi, Mairtin 0 Direain, and Sean 0 
Tuama. Other books include Un tPsaltair, 
Searc-Leanmain Criost, and the songbook 

Twenty•Eight Gaelic Song$. 
WITHIIIVSlC. 
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MALCOLM C. MACLEOD 
183 Blackru::ss ll~d, Dun.dee. 

Un Long Dubh (left). The titles in rhis 
collection will be cataloged and housed in the Rare 
Book Room. 

The Japan Foundation Library Support Program 
Grant for 2001/2002, coordinated by Dr. Sumiko 
Otsubo in History, provided an additional 70 English 
language books on Japanese history, religion, women's 

studies, sociology, education, literature, and fine arts. 
Creighton's Fine and Performing Arts Department 
donated a collection of ballet and modern dance 
books, and Dr. Kathryn Thomas in Classical and 
Near Eastern Studies presented a collection of classical 
studies titles from her own personal collection. 

The Library would also like to express special gratitude 
to three individuals for providing large, ongoing donations 
from their personal libraries. Thomas L. Brisch Q.D ., 
1934) delivered 428 books last fall, plus numerous 
journals and magazines from his substantial collection. 
These books-some rare-focus on Latin American 
and Native American studies. Dr. Robert Kelley (B.A., 
1960) continues to furnish the Library with books on 
English literature, art, sports, and film studies. And 

Dr. Jerry Hoffman, recently retired from the History 
Department, presented rhe remaining 472 titles from 
his World War II and modern European history 
collection. The Libra1y recognizes the importance of 
gift materials and welcomes the diversity of content 
and format that such donations provide. 

Lauralee Grabe 

Creighton 

New Library Committee Appointed 
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Members of this year's Library Committee are Dr. 
Julia Fleming, Theology; Fr. Charles Kestermeier, 

S.]. in the College of Arts and Sciences; Dr. Debra 
Ponec in Education, representing the Graduate 

School; and Dr. Mark Taylor in Accounting, repre
senting rhe College of Business Administration. 
Student representatives are David Black and Lindsey 
Koester, borh sophomores. 

The Library Committee serves an important advisory 
role on a variety of fiscal and policy matters. Their 

time and service is much appreciated. 

Michael LaCroix 

2500 California Plaza 
Omaha, Nebraska 68178 
http:/ I reinert.creighton.edu/ 
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Journal Cancellation Project Announced 

A t the end of January 2003, faculty chairs and 
library liaisons received a letter announcing the 

need to cut journals for the 2004 calendar year. 

Although the Library's journal budget was spared for 
2003, the budget for print journals will not be 
increased for 2004 and may even remain flat for 2005. 

A flat budget combined with the high rate of inflation 
for scholarly journals will result in insufficient funds 

to pay for all of our current print subscriptions in 
2004. The table below shows the dramatic effect that 

which journals to cancel, the Library urges departments 
to cancel high-priced journals from those publishers 
known for their aggressive pricing policies. Department 
chairs will be asked to communicate their cancellation 
decisions to the Serials Librarian by June 1st of 2003 
in order to allow time for cancellations to be made. 

Creighton University and the Reinert/ Alumni Library 
are not alone in facing cuts. Academic libraries across 
the country are finding themselves in similar straits. 
Our own Health Sciences Library/LRC, the University 

of Nebraska-Lincoln, 

Table: Effect of Various Funding Levels on Reinert/ Alumni Library Journal Subscriptions the University of 
Nebraska at Omaha, 
the University of 
Nebraska at Kearney, 
Ohio State University, 

the University of 
Virginia have all 

recently cut journals or 
are beginning journal 

5% C ut 

Flat Budget 

5% Inc rease 

10% Increase 

Cha nge in Projected Ca ncellations Cancellations Ca ncellations 
Funding Inflation (10%) in Dolla rs as Pe rcent in Titles (est.) 

-$28,000 $56,000 $84,000 

$0 $56,000 $56,000 

$28,000 $56,000 $28,000 

$56,000 $56,000 $0 

inflation and various funding levels have on our 
journal subscriptions. 

Given the need to cancel journals, this year's annual 

renewal process will begin earlier in order to give 
departments ample time to consider their options. In 
February every department chair will receive a list of 
his or her department's journals. Departments will be 
asked to prioritize journals to cancel and every department 
will be expected to make cuts. Preliminary projections 

suggest that up to a 15% cut will be necessary. Although 
departments will have considerable freedom in deciding 

15% 342 

10% 228 

5% 114 

0% 0 

cancellation projects this year. With the recent drop in 
the stock market, even some of the nation's best-

endowed institutions have cut back. 

The Library will do all it can to minimize the effect 
the loss of print journal subscriptions may have on 

faculty and student research. In particular, we expect to 
enhance document delivery (see below) and to continue 

our interlibrary loan subsidy for faculty research. 

Michael LaCroix and David Sherwood 

Web Retrieval Speeds Interlibrary Loan Service 

Recently the Reinert/ Alumni Library enhanced 
interlibrary loan by implementing Prospera 

software. This means faster delivery of articles to your 
desktop. Prospera allows the Library to place materials 
in electronic format on the web for direct access. 
Faculty receive an email message with the URL and 
PIN number needed to retrieve the document. 

Currently the service is only available to faculty, but 
we plan to extend it to students in future . Prospera is 
also used at the Health Sciences Library/LRC. For 

http://reinert.creighton.edu/ 

assistance with the new delivery service, please contact 
Lynn Schneiderman at x2219 or lynns@creighton.edu. 

Nathan Dowd 

Zoomtext Available 
The LibraJ.y offers Zoomtext on station 33 in the 
Reference area. Zoomtext is magnification software 
that allows the visually impaired to more easily read 
web pages and other computer-based content. 
Assistance is available from the Reference desk. 

Page 3 
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Toolkit Available to 
Teach Library Skills 

D 

J.. ":i 
B.ak Reload Homt S.arch Print S.e~.rity Shop 

""' Loei t !Orl :-.& JMtp · /lrtined .crtighton .i!'du/litoolkit .htm 

~ ~1r'ebt1a ll .,&.R;~~d lo ,.&.Peopl• Avellow Pagtos A.oo'W'roto,ad 

library Home CU Libraries CataiO(J Creiqhton University Home 
Aheut 

tne L ibrary 

1$f¥111i§iM Library Instruction Toolkit H ave you ever needed to explain 
to students how to cite some

thing in a bibliography? How to 
browse by Library of Congress call 
number? How to evaluate a web site 
or tell a magazine from a journal? 
These and other library and infor
mation skills are derailed in a new 
collection oflinks and PDF files on 
the web at http://reinertllitoolkit.htm. 

Books 
Databases 
Journals 
Reserves 

Government Pubs 
Subject Guides 

Reference Shelf 

The following collection of links and handouts on library research are offered as teaching tools for faculty, or for d1rect use 
by students _ Faculty are welcome to point to these resources from the web or download them as handouts 

The Library Instruction Toolkit 
includes a Reinert/Alumni Library 
PowerPoint tutorial and a link to 
TILT, an interactive, web-based 
program from the University of 

@§491§¥ 
Ask Us ! Live 
Distance Ed 
Email 
Faculty Services 
Hours 
Interlibrary Loan 
Library Classes 
Renew Books 
Hold Books 

Search This Site 

Search: 

Other libraries 
I The Web 

• Re1nert I Alumni Ubrary_(PowerPoint tutorial), 

• Texas Information literacy Tutorial (TU) 

· ~j~ 

e Boolean Logie HTML PDF 

• Check~st for Evaluating Web Sites (University of Wsconsin-Madison) HTML 

• Companson of Magazines and Journals !:ilMJ... eQf. 
e Library of Congress CaA Numbers t:!IML. eQ[ 
• Sample Bibliographic Citations HTML ~ 

• Search strategy Planner HTML PDF 

• Search T1ps for Library Databases HTML PDF 

• V\lhat is Plagiarism? HTML eQE_ 

Comments or suggestions? Please contact Mike Pome~, t:rumQ!!ll!@Qmlghton.edu. 

l..ast ~vi~d January 7, 2003. 

Texas. TILT is a nationally recognized teaching tool that will 
be available as an option for Freshman Seminar groups 
this fall. The toolkit also includes a link to the Library's 
Subject Guides (formerly Pick of the Net). 

librarians expect to expand and refine the toolkit in the 
future; suggestions are welcome. Please contact Mike 
Poma at x2298 or mapoma@creighton.edu. 

Faculty members are welcome to point students to the 
toolkit directly, or to download material as handouts. The 

What is Information Literacy? 

Mary Nash 

Information literacy is not new. Bur it has new significance in a world where instant access to a mixed glut of news, 
opinion, and research has dulled many students' information skills. In a nutshell, information literacy is the ability 

to locate, evaluate, and use information effectively for independent, lifelong learning. It includes and goes beyond 
both computer literacy and traditional library skills. The information literate student is able to: 

• Determine the nature and extent of information needed. 

• Access needed information effectively and efficiently. 

• Evaluate information and its sources critically. 

• Incorporate selected information into his or her realm of understanding. 

• Use information effectively for a specific purpose. 

• Understand cl1e economic, legal, ethical, and social issues surrounding the use of information. 

These competencies have been developed by the Association of College and Research Libraries and endorsed by the 
American Association for Higher Education. For more information, point to http:llwww.ala.org/acrllnili/whatis.htmL 

08 
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New Electronic Resources Introduced 

m1z 
L'Anm!e phllologJque 

l'Annee Philologique Online 

This database is the equivalent to the print index 
L'Annee Philologique. It contains over 350,000 searchable 

bibliographic records on classical antiquity. Citations 
are from scholarly work published in any language, 
but unlike the print version the subject indexes display 

in English. Coverage from 1969-present. 

Regional Business News 
Over 75 full-text business journals and newspapers 
from U.S. metropolitan and rural areas. Titles include 
the Des Moines Business Record and Colorado Business. 
EBSCO's Regional Business News can be searched 
simultaneously with Business Source Elite. 

USA Trade Online 

USA Trade Online contains U.S. export and import 
information on more than 18,000 commodities 
worldwide. It includes the previous two months of 
data plus the previous two years of annual data, and it 
has the latest official statistics on U.S. foreign trade. 

Mergent Online 

F!Sonline, the database of company financial data, 
has changed its name to Mergent Online. It contains 
the same information found in the Mergent 
(Moody's) manuals and retains the name recognition. 

Sally Gibson 

New Catholic Encyclopedia Appears in a 
Second Edition 
First Update in 30 Years 

A cclaimed for its excellence, the New Catholic 
1\..Encyclopedia reflects the multiple developments in 
science, theology, and the world since the original was 
first published in 1967. Articles have been rewritten or 
added to address the tremendous social, poli tical, and 
economic changes in the last decades of the 20ili century. 
Special features include more maps and illustrations, 
brief articles that provide an overview of specific topics 

such as the Liturgy, bibliographies at the end of 
entries, and multiple cross-references. Also, a one

volume subject index provides easy access. The New 
Catholic Encyclopedia can be found in the reference 
area under the call number: REF BX 841 .N44 2003. 

Jennifer Campbell 

Find Government Publications in CLIC 
All new government publications received by the 
Reinert/Alumni Library and many received before 

Tax Forms Available 

Federal, Nebraska, and Iowa tax forms are 
available in the Library. Links to downloadable 
forms and instructions can also be found at 
http:llreinert. creighton. edulgovpubsltaxes. htm. 
For assistance, contact Jennifer Campbell at 
x2978 or jennifer.campbell@creighton.edu, or 
ask at the Reference desk. 

http:/ /reinert.creighton.edu/ 

2000 have been added 

to the CU C catalog. 
cue records link 

directly to electronic 
copies, if available. 

Many government publi
cations that are available 
only on the web are also 
included in CUC. The 

Library's collection concentrates 
on items produced by the 

Departments of Commerce, 
Education, Health and Human 
Services, Labor, the Offices of the 
President and Vice President, and 
selected items from Congress. For 

more information, contact Jennifer Campbell at 
x2978 or jennifer. campbell@creighton. edu. 

Jennifer Campbell 
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Journal Publishers: Predators or Partners continued .from page 1 

Third, together with other academic libraries, we support 
an initiative called the Scholarly Publishing and Academic 
Resources Coalition (SPARC) . SPARC sponsors or coop
erates in the creation of high-quality, low-cost journals, in 
partnership with university presses, scholarly societies and 
small commercial publishers. Whenever possible, we choose 

a SPARC-endorsed journal over high-priced journals from 
large commercial publishers. 

Ultimately, scholars themselves must regain control of the 
scholarly communication process. As both the producers 
and consumers of this research, scholars have the power -

when they act together- to exclude any commercial publisher 

"Ultimately, 
scholars 

themselves must 

whose monopolistic practices or 
predatory pricing limits the flow of 
scholarly information. However, 
publishers do have an essential role 
as partners with the scholarly com
munity to package the output of 
academia and broadly distribute 

regain control" 

Page 6 

that output, and for this service, publishers should be 
adequately compensated. 

Examples of this kind of sustainable partnership berween 
publishing entities and the academy abound. For instance, 
BioOne, a collaboration berween scientific societies, 
libraries, academia, and publishers, broadens access to a 
large collection of bioscience research journals. Another 
innovative effort is Berkeley Electronic Press. Founded by 
a group of economics professors who would no longer 

tolerate the slow production and high prices for journals 
in their field, Berkeley Electronic Press uses a rolling 
publication schedule and custom software to produce 

high-quality, rapidly disseminated journals. 

Some scholars take a more radical approach and advocate 

open access, refusing to contribute to any journal that 
does not provide free and unfettered access to its content. 
Initiatives such as PubMed Central and BioMed Central 
attempt to bring the journal model into the online world 
while dropping all barriers to access. Even more radical, 
others regard the current scholarly communication system 
as fundamentally flawed and advocate the abandonment 
of print journals altogether. Paul Ginsparg's arXiv, which 
involves the self-archiving of e-prints, is one such initiative 
now supported by Cornell and the National Science 
Foundation. Some of these initiatives appear promising 

and may yet emerge as the dominant model for scholarly 
communication in the future. 

Spring 2003 

What Can Individuals Do in the Meantime? 

The individual scholar has to decide what is best in his or 
her own situation, but here are some suggestions being 
offered by SPARC and others who have made a study of 
the current crisis in scholarly publication: 

• Do not submit articles to journals that charge exorbitant 
institutional subscription rates. 

• Stop editing or acting as a peer-reviewer for journals 
that charge exorbitant institutional subscription rates. 

• Encourage professional societies to keep society journals 
in-house or to partner with university presses or 
responsible independent publishers. 

• Support open access initiatives such as arXiv, BioMed 
Central and PubMed. 

• Most importantly, stay informed and speak out about 
changes in the scholarly communication process in 
your own discipline. 

David Sherwood 

Related Links 

arXiv http://arxiv.org 

Berkeley Electronic Press http://bepress.com 

BioOne http://www. bioone. org 

BioMed Central http://www. biomedcentral com 

Create Change http:llwww.arl.org/create/focultylintrol 
aboutcc.html 

PubMed Central http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov 

Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition 
http://www. arl. orglsparcl 

http://reinert.creighton.edu/ 
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Directory of Liaison Librarians 

Liaison librarians 

support the teaching 

and research needs of 

faculty in Arts and 

Sciences and 

Business 

Administration. Please 

feel free to call on 

them for assistance. 

College of Arts and Sciences 

Jennifer Campbell, jennifer.campbell@creighton.edu I 280-2978 

History 

Political Science and International Studies 

Social Work 

Sociology 

Theology 

Sally Gibson, sallyg@creighton.edu I 280-2927 

English 

Fine and Performing Arts 

Philosophy 

Psychology 

Mary Nash, mdnash@creighton.edu I 280-2226 

Biology 

Chemistry 

Environmental and Atmospheric Studies 

Exercise Science and Athletic Training 

Mathematics/Computer Science 

Physics 

Mike Poma, mapoma@creighton.edu I 280-2298 

Classical and Near Eastern Studies 

Communication Studies 

Education 

Journalism and Mass Communication 

Modern Languages and Literatures 

College of Business Administration 

Nathan Dowd, nadowd@creighton.edu I 280-1757 

Accounting 

Economics and Finance 

Information Systems and Technology 

Management and Marketing 

http://reinert.creighton.edu/ Page 7 
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Posters to Mark National Library Week 

T he Reinert/ Alumni Library will again celebrate 
National Library Week in April with a poster 

gallery of Creighton personalities. Last year's posters 
featured Fr. John Schlegel, S.J. (right), Billy Bluejay, 
Fr. Ray Bucko, S.]., Fr. Larry Gillick, S.]., and Drs. 
Ted Burk, Betsy Elliot-Meisel, Laura Finken, Ernie 
Goss, Bruce Mattson, and Gloria Romero-Downing. 
Each individual is pictured holding a favorite book. 

The posters are inspired by the American Library 
Association's celebrity READ posters, which depict 
people as diverse as Mohammed Ali, Bill Gates, 
Oprah Winfrey, and Stephen Hawking (the renowned 
theoretical physicist is depicted with a biography of 

Library Professional Notes 
Jennifer Campbell, Reftrence/Government 
Publications Librarian, presented two workshops on 
government documents last fall in support of the 
University of Missouri's graduate library science 
distance education program. 

Sally Gibson, Reftrence/Support Services Librarian, 
has been elected Member Services Director for the 
American Library Association (ALA) New Members 
Round Table. 

Sally Gibson and Mary Nash, Head of Reftrence, 
presented "A Tag Team Approach to Information 
Literacy'' at the annual conference of the Nebraska 
Library Association (NLA) in Lincoln last October. 

Mary Nash has been appointed to a three-year term 
on the Reference Services Advisory Committee of the 
Online Computer Library Center, Inc. (OCLC). 

Creighton 
UNIVERSITY 
Reinert/ Alumni Memorial Library 
2500 California Plaza 
Omaha, NE 68178 

http :1 /reinert.creighton.edu/ 

Marilyn Monroe 
tucked in the side of 
his wheelchair). 

If you can picture 
yourself as a National 
Library Week poster 
personality, or have a 
colleague in mind for 
that honor, we would 
like to hear from you. Please contact Mary Nash at 
x2226 or mdnash@creighton.edu. 

Mary Nash 

Michael LaCroix, Library Director, will represent the 
Association of College & Research Libraries on the 
ALA 2004 Conference Program Coordinating Team. 
He also serves on the executive committee of the 
Measurement, Assessment and Evaluation Section 
of the Library Administration and Management 
Association; as Nebraska's network representative to 
the OCLC Members' Council; and as Treasurer ofNLA. 

Mike Poma, Reftrence!Education Services Librarian, 
has been appointed Chair of the Long-Range 
Planning Committee of ALA's Library Instruction 
Round Table. 


